In The News
Tuesday, Jan. 14, 2014

» Molecular Imaging of Cancer Cells in Vivo (University of Arizona Cancer Center) 01/14/2014 iBridge Network

» Simmons Announces Endorsement Partnership With Dr. Andrew Weil (Andrew Weil, M.D. is the founder and director of the Arizona Center for Integrative Medicine at the University of Arizona Health Sciences Center) 01/13/2014 KMPH-TV

» UA Heart Surgeon Saves Patient a Second Time 13 Years Later (Michael F. Teodori, MD, Director, Pediatric and Adult Congenital Heart Surgery) 01/13/2014 HealthNewsDigest.com

» UA ER Doc Rescued ‘Lone Survivor’ (Dr. Joshua Appel, medical director of adult and trauma services at UAMC and clinical assistant professor at the UA Department of Emergency Medicine) 01/13/2014 KVOA-TV

» Beat Insomnia Tonight With 3 Tips From Dr. Weil (Dr. Andrew Weil, founder and director of the Arizona Center for Integrative Medicine at the UA) 01/13/2014 Huffington Post

» UA looking for cause of emergency phone system outage 01/13/2014 KMSB-TV

» AZ Week: Obamacare, Its Effects in State’s Rural Areas (Dr. Daniel Derksen, a professor at the UA’s Mel and Enid Zuckerman College of Public Health) 01/10/2014 Arizona Public Media